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produced by its purification is immediately absorbed by it, 
and carried away as fast as it is generated, to be distributed 

over the body As. the blood becomes impure in its progress, 
it gradually loses its power of retaining the heat it had so 
imbibed; and the heat therefore is distributed during the cir- 
culation of the blood, and every part receives a due supply. 
This change in the power of the vital fluid to absorb beat, 
according as it is more or less pure, is a fact that was not es.. tablished in the time of Paley, or he would have been able to 
add another proof of design to his unequalled argument. 

The quantity of fuel (if we may use the expression) re- 
quired for generating the heat of the animal frame, is certainly 
Ibss 

than we might anticipate. All animal and vegetable food 
contains a considerable portion of carbon, which of course, 
after being digested, becomes a part of the vital fluid, and in 
this way it is. supplied for the process. It is well known also 
that in cold climates, where a greater quantity of animal fuel 
is required, the inhabitants are extremely fond of fat and oily 
matters, which contain more carbon than any other kind of 
food; yet it would hardly be imagined that so small a quan- 
tity as the eighth part of an ounce of carbon per hour would 
be sufficient to maintain the heat of the body at an uniform 
temperature of 98 degrees. We are assured by the best che- 
mists, however, that the average quantity of carbonic acid 
generated by a person in health in twenty-four hours is about 
40,000 cubic inches, and this contains only about 11+ ounces 
of pure carbon. Rather less than half an ounce is therefore 
used per hour in preserving the body at its usual temperature. 

The limits of this article prevent our noticing other objec- 
tions which 

ha',e 
been urged against the theory just described, 

but the facts it rests upon can only be overturned by opposing 
facts which have never yet been produced. It is certain that 
carbonic acid is produced during respiration, that its produc- 
tion is always attended with heat, that pure (arterial) blood is 
capable of absorbing a greater portion of heat than impure 
(venous) blood, and that the temperature of any part of the 
body is according to the supply of blood which it receives ; 
an inflamed part becoming very hot, and a limb in which the 
circulation has been stopped by a bandage becoming cold. 
These facts taken together sufficiently prove the truth of the 
conclusion that has been drawn from them, and which we have 
above very briefly illustrated. 

It remains to say a few words on the manner in which the 
body is relieved of its superabundant heat, and enabled to 
bear such high degrees of temperature as mentioned in the 
former paper. Franklin was the first who gave a rational 
explanation of the phenomenon. He observed that the eva- 
poration of a small quantity of a liquid from the surface of 
any substance would reduce the temperature of a very large 
body. If we place a little ether on our hand, and allow it to 
evaporate, wershall soon become sensible how much cold may 
be produced in this way. Wine-coolers are formed on this 
principle ; they are made of porous earth, through which the 
water they contain oozes very gradually, and is evaporated 
by the heat of the air: this cools the liquid within, and of 
course the decanter of wine contained in it. Now, perspira- 
tion cools the body in a similar manner. If any person looks 
closely at the fleshy part of his hand, he will observe that the 
minute ridges which lie nearly parallel to each other are co- 
vered with an innumerable number of small pores, through 
which the perspiration may be seen issuing when the hand is 
warm. From microscropic observations it is calculated that 
the skin is perforated by 1000 of these pores, or holes, in 
every square inch, and that the whole surface of the body 
therefore contains not less than 2,304,000 pores ! When the 
body is heated to a certain degree, the fluid portions are all 
directed to the skin, and escape gradually through these pores 
in the form of perspiration, and the cooling power thus pro- 
duced is capable of immediately removing the superabundant 
heat. The moment perspiration broke out on the bodies of 
theexperimenters who ventured into the heated oven, all:sense 
of pain was removed; and in many fatal disorders to which 
man is subject, the first symptom of returning health is a si- 
milar occurrence. We may add, that a common cold is the 
effect of the perspiration being suddenly checked, and that 
the health of the body depends on the minute pores we have 
referred to being kept open and in action. 

J. S. D. 

Society makes criminals, and then punishes them for their 
misdeeds. 

ORIGIN AND MEANINGS OF IRISH1 FAMILY 
NAMES. 

BY JOHN O0DONOVAN. 
The Seventh and Concluding Article. 

AT the present day very few of the original Irish names 
remain without being translated into or assimilated with 
those borne by the English. Of this I shall next furnish in- 
stances, the truth and correctness of which cannot be contro- 
verted. Among the O'Conors of Connaught, the name Ca- 
thal, which is synonymous with the Welsh Cadell, and signifies 
warlike, was changed to Charles after the accession of Char- 
les I. to the throne; for the Irish, who were attached to 
this monarch, went great lengths to assimilate several of their 
Christian names to Charles. Thus, while among the O'Co- 
nors of Connaught, Cathal was manufactured into Charles 
(with which, it will be readily granted, it has nothing in com- 
mon, either in meaning or sound), among the O'Conors of Faly 
in Leinster, Cahir, which signifies warrior, was metamorphosed 
into the same; and at the same time the Mac Carthys of 
Desmond substituted it for their Cormac, and the O'Hagans 
and other northern families for their Turlogh. This was 
paying their court to the king with a vengeance ! 

In the families of Mac Carthy, O'Sullivan and O'Driscol, 
Finghin [Fineen], a name very general among them, and 
which signifies the Jhir offspring, has been anglicised to Flo- 
rence. Among the same southerni 

.fimilies 
the name Saer- 

brethach, which prevails among the Mac Carthys in par- 
ticular, and which signifies the noble judge, is translated 
Justin. In the family of O'Donovan, as the writer has had 
every opportunity of knowing, the name Murrogh has been 
metamorphosed to Morgan; Dermod, to Jeremiah; Teige, 
to Timothy; Conor or Concovar, to Cornelius; Donogh, to 
Denis; and Donnell, to Daniel. In the family of O'Brien, the 
hereditary name of Turlogh has been changed to Terence ; 
Mahon, to Matthew; Murtogh or Moriertagh, to Mortimer 
(but this very lately) ; and Lachtna and Laoiseach, to Lu- 
cius. Among the O'Gradys the name Aneslis is rendered 
Stanislaus and Standish. In the families of O'Donnell, 
O'Kane, and others, in the province of Ulster, Manus, a namne 
borrowed by those families from the Danes, is now often ren- 
dered Manasses. In the families of Mac Mahon and Mac Kenna, 
in Ulster, the name Ardgal or Ardal, signifying of high prow- 
ess or valour, is always anglicised Arnold. In :the family of 
O'Madden of Shilanamchy, in the south-east of the county of 
Galway, the hereditary name of Anmcha, which is translated 
Animosus by Colgan, is now always rendered Ambrose, to 
which, it will be readily granted, it does not bear the slightest 
analogy. Among the families of Doyle, Cavaitagh, and others, 
in the province of Leinster, the name Maidoc, or Mogue, 
which they adopted from St M aidoc, or Aidan, the patron 
saint of the diocese of Fernes, is now always rendered Mbses 
among the Roman Catholics, and Aidan among the Protes- 
tants! (any thing to make a difference.) Among the 
O'Neills in the province of Ulster, the name Felim, or Felimy, 
explained as meaning the ever good, is now made Felix ; Con, 
signifying strength, is made Constantine; and Ferdoragh, 
meaning dark-visaged man, is rendered Ferdinand. Among 
the O'Conors of Connaught, the name Ruaidhri, or Rory, is 
anglicised Roderic, but among most other families it is ren- 
dered Roger. In the same family, Tomaltach is rendered 
Thomas; Aodh, Hugh; and Eoghan, Owen. In the families 
of Mac Donnell and others in Scotland, and in the north of 
Ireland, the name Aengus, or Angus, is always rendered 
]Eneas. Among the O'Hanlys of Slieve Bawn, in the east of 
the county of Roscommon, thle name Berach, which:they have 
adopted from their patron saint, and which is tranislated by 
Colgan, directe ad scopum collimans, is now always and cor- 

rectly enough rendered Barry. Throughout Ireland the old 
name of Brian is now rendered Bernard, and vulgarized to 
Barney, which is more properly an abbreviation of Barnaby 
than of Bernard. Among the O'Haras and O'Garas in the 
county of Sligo, the name Kian, which they have adopted from 
their great ancestor Kian, the son of Olioll Olum, king of Mun- 
ster, is now rendered Kean; and I observe that the chief 
O'Hara has suffered himself to be called Charles King O'Hara 
in a book lately dedicated to him ! In the family of Maguire, 
Cuconnaught is rendered Constantine, while in other families 
Cosnavy undergoes precisely the same change. In the family 
of O'Kane, the name Cooey, written Cu-maighe in the origi- 
nal language, and signifying " dog of the plain," is now ren- 
dered Quintin. In the family of O'Dowd, the ancient name 
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of Dathi, which they have adopted from their great ancestor 
of that name, who was the last Pagan king of Ireland, is now 
rendered David, a name with which it is supposed to be syno- 
nymous. In the north and west of Ireland the names Duval- 
tach, Duv-da-lethe, and Duvdara, are all anglicised Dudley. 
In the family of Mac Sweeny, the very ancient name of Here- 
mon is anglicised Irwin, but it is now almost obsolete as a Chris- 
tianname. In thefamiliesof O'Hanloo,O'Haran, and O'Heany, 
in the province of Ulster, the name Eochy, signifying horse- 
man, and which was latinized Eochodius, Achaius, Euthichius, 
and Equitius, is anglicised Auhy and Atty ; but this name is 
also almost obsolete, the writer having never met more than 
one person who bore the name, in his travels through Ireland. 
Among the O'Mulconrys, now Conrys, the names Flann, Fi- 
thil, and Flaithri, have been anglicised Florence. In the fa- 
mily of O'Daly, the name Baothghalach, which was formerly 
latinized Boethius, is now always rendered Bowes; and in that 
of O'Clery, the name Lughaidh is anglicised Lewy and Lewis. 
Among the O'Reillys of Cavan, the hereditary name of Mael- 
mora, which signifies majestic chief, is now invariably rendered 
Myles, and among the O'Kellys of Hy-Alany, thename Fachtna 
is rendered Festus. In every part of Ireland, Maelseachlainn, 
or Melaghlin, which signifies servant of St Secundinus, has been 
changed to Malachy, to which it bears no analogy whatever, 
excepting some fancied resemblance in sound. In every part 
of Ireland the name of Gilla-patrick has been changed to 
Patrick ; and, by the way, it is curious to observe, that common 
as the name Patrick has now become in Ireland, especially 
among the lower classes, it was never in use among the an- 
cient Irish, for they never called their children by the name 
itself of the Irish apostle, deeming it more humble and more 
auspicious to call them his servants; and hence we find the 
ancient Irish calling their children, not Patrick, but Maelpa- 
trick, or Gillapatrick ; and these names they latinized Patri- 
cianus, not Patricius. The name of Patrick is now looked 
upon as the most vulgar in use among the Irish, which is a 
very strange and almost unaccountable prejudice, for Patri- 
cius was one of the most honourable names in all antiquity, 
as the reader will see if he will take the trouble to read the 
work on the antiquity of British Churches, by Ussher, pp. 
841-1046, in which that learned primate gives the history and 
derivation of the name. 

The names of women have been also very much metamor- 
phosed, and many of the most curious of them entirely re- 
jected. I have now before me a list of the names of women, 
drawn up from the authentic Irish annals, and from the 
History of Remarkable Women-a curious tract in the 
Book of Lecan, fol. 193; but as the limits allotted to me 
in this Journal will not allow me to furnish such a list, I must 
rest satisfied with giving such names as are still retained, 
with a selection from the most curious of those which have 
been rejected, adding their meanings as far as they are cer- 
tain. The following are the ancient Irish names of women 
still retained, as the writer has determined by examining the 
provinces of Ulster, Connaught, Leinster, and the greater 
part of Munster :- 

1. Aini, now Hannah. 
2. Briyhid, now anglicised Bridget, from its resemblance 

to the name of the celebrated Swedish virgin of that name. 
BIrigbid is a woman's name of pagan origin in Ireland; it has 
been explained fiery dart by the Irish glossographers, espe- 
cially by Cormac, Archbishop of Cashel, who distinctly states 
in his glossary that it was the name of the Muse who was 
believed to preside over poetry in pagan times in Ireland. 
Brighid is now very common in Ireland as the name of a wo- 
man, in consequence of its being that of the most celebrated 
of the female saints of Ireland-the patroness of Kildare- 
who is well known all over Europe as the great patroness of 
Ireland. 

3. Finlola, though a beautiful name, has nearly become ob- 
solete since the beginning of the eighteenth century, but some 
few still retain it in the abbreviated form of Nuala. 

4. Graine, now Grace. 
5. Lassarina, also, though in use not long since, has lat- 

terly became obsolete. 
G. Maeadhbh, pronounced Meave. This is still preserved 

and anglicised Maud, Mab, and Mabby; and the writer is ac- 
quainted with several old women of the Milesian race who 
still retain it. This was the name of a celebrated queen of 
Connaught, who flourished in the first century, and who is 
now known in the legends of the mountainous districts of Ire- 
land as the queen of the fairies. From this country her spi- 

rit found way into Scotland, and thence into the north of 
England, where Shakspeare met with her, but in rather too 
diminutive a form for the shade of the Irish heroine. 

7. AMor, pronounced More. The writer believes that there 
are a few women of this name still living in Ireland ; but he 
is confident that there are but very few, though it was the 
name of many honourable ladies in the reign of Queen Eliza. 
beth, and for a entury later. In our own times, however, it 
has been almost invariably anglicised Mary, with which it 
is neither synonymous nor cognate, 

8. Sadhbh, pronounced Soyv, is the name of several women 
of the old ris" race, and who are known to the writer. It is 
now almost invariably anglicised Sally, to which it bears no 
analogy. 

9. Sor cha is still the name of several women in Ireland, 
especially in the province of Ulster; but the rising genera- 
tion are beginning to object to it as being too Irish, and are 
determined on having it changed to Sarah or Sally. The 
writer is acquainted with families in whom this name is here- 
ditary, and among whom the mother is always called Sor- 
cha, and the daughter Sally; and though the latter knows 
that her own and her mother's name are the same, stiil 
would she blush to hear her own name pronounced Sorcha. 
The name Sorcha signifies clear, bright, and might be well 
rendered Lucy or Lucinda; but we should like to see it pre- 
served in its primitive form, which is not to be despised either 
for its sound or signification. 

10. Una. This name is still in constant use among the 
women of Ireland, but when speaking English, they invariably 
anglicise it to Winifri or Winny. 

The writer is not aware that any other name which was 
in use in the ancient Irish times is now retained, except the 
foregoing. 

The names Catherine, Evlin, Eleanor, Isabella, Mary, Ho- 
nora, Sheela (Celia), and many others now in use, and sup- 
posed to be of Irish origin, do not occur in the Account of 
Remarkable Women above referred to, and there is no reason 
to believe that they were ever in use in ancient Ireland. 

The following is a list of curious names of women which 
occur in the authentic annals and in the History of Remark- 
able Women. It is highly probable that a few of them are of 
Danish origin :- 

I. Aevin, i. e. Amoena; 2, Africa; 3, Albi and Albin; 4, 
Allin ; 5, Alma, all good ; 6, Alphin; 7, Athracta. This name 
has been restoredby the Mac Dermott of Coolavin. 8, Barduv, 
blackhaired; 9, Bebail, woman of prosperity ; 10, Bebin, me. 
lodious woman; 11, Blanaid, Florinda, from blath a blossom; 
12, Brigh, vigour; 13, Cacht, bondmaid; 14, Cailleach-De, i. e. 
female servant of God; 15, Cailleach-Kevin, the female servant 
of St Kevin ; 16, Cailleach-Aengus, the female servant of St 
Aengus ; 17, Caintigern, fair lady; 18, Keara, the ruddy; 19, 
Cochrand; 20, Covflia, i. e. Victoria; 21, Coca; 22, Corcar, 
the ruddy; 23, Crea; 24, Devnet; 25, Derval, the true re- 
quest; 26, Derforgal, the true pledge, latinized Dervorgilla; 
27, Dianiv and Diniv; 28, Dechter; 29, Derdra, alarm; 30, 
Dorenn, the sullen; 31, Duv-Covfla, victoria nigra; 32, Du- 
vessa, nigra nutrix ; 33, Dunsa, the brown.haired; 34, Dun. 
lah, lady of the fort; 35, Edwina; 36, Eithne ; 37, Elbrigh ; 
38, Emeria; 39, Eri; 40, Essa, nutrix; 41, Euginia, female of 
Eogan; 42, Fedilmi, the ever-good; 43, Finbil, the white 
blossom; 44, Findelv, fair countenance ; 45, Finnavor, of the 
fair eye-lids; 46, Finni, the comely ; 47, Finscoh, the fair 
flower; 48, Findah, the fair colour; 49, Flanna, the ruddy ; 
50, Gelges, swan.white ; 51, Gemlorg, gem-like; 52, Gnahat ; 
53, Gobnet, female of Gobban; Gormlah, the blue lady; 55, 
Ida, the just; 56, Lann; 57, Lasser, a flame; 58, Lasserina, 
flame or blush of the wine; 59, Lerthan; 60, Lithan; 61, 
Luanmasi, beautiful as the moon; 62, Ligach, pearly, or like 
a precious stone; 63, Maelmaiden, servant of the morning; 
64, Mongfin, of the fair hair; 65, Moncha, the same as Moni- 
ca; 66, Murgel, the fair one of the sea; 67, Murrin, crini- 
ta, or of the long hair; 68, Neave, effulgence; 69, Orlah, 
or Orflah, the golden lady; 70, Ranalt, female of Ran- 
dal ; 71, Ronat, female of Ronan; 72, Saraid, the excellent; 
quere, the same as Sarah ?73, Selvlah, lady of possessions; 
74, Shimah, the good tranquillity; 75, Sodelva, of the goodly 
aspect; 76, So-Domina, the good lady; 77, Temar, the con- 
spicuous; 78, Talilah, quere Dalilah ? 79, Tindi, the tender; 
80, Tressi, strength; 81, Tualah, the noble lady ; 82, Uailsi, 
the proud; 83, Uaisli, the gentle; 84, Uallach, the proud ; 85, 
Uchdelva, of the fair breast; 86, Unchi, the contentious. 

We have now seen the process by which the Irish people 
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have assimilated their names and surnames to those of the 
English, and the reasons which have led them to do so. 
I would not so much regret their having done so, if I 
were not aware that some of the families who have thus an- 
glicised their names wish to conceal their Irish origin, as if 
they were ashamed of their ancestors and country, and that 
another result of these changes must soon be, that statistical 
writers will be apt to infer from the small number of ancient 
Irish surnames retained in Ireland, that all the old Irish race 
were supplanted by the English. 

I shall close these notices of the surnames of the Irish people 
by a remark which I should wish to be universally believed, 
namely-That no ancient Irish surname is perfect unless it has 
either O or Mac prefixed, excepting in those instances where 
the soubriquet or cognomen of the ancestor is used as the sur- 
name, as Cavanagh, &c., and, accordingly, that nine-tenths 
of the surnames at present borne by the Irish people are in- 
correct, as being mere mutilations of their original forms. 

' Per Mac atque 0, tu veros cognoscis HIibernos 
His duobus demptis, nullus Hibernus adest : 

By Mac and O 
You'll surely know 

True Irishmen alway; 
But if they lack 
Both O and Mac, 

No Irishmen are they." 
The truth of this well-known distich may now be questioned, 
though it was correct a few centuries since. 

It is but natural to suppose that a conquered people should 
look upon themselves as inferior to their conquerors ; and this 
rage for adopting English surnames which prevails at pre- 
sent, is, in the opinion of the writer, a clear proof of the pre- 
valence of this feeling, that the Irish consider themselves 
inferior to the English. Spenser. while he advises that the 
Irish be compelled to reject their O's and Macs, and to adopt 
English surnames, dissuades his own countrymen from adopt- 
ing Irish ones, as some of them had done, in the following 
words, which the writer, being as Irish as Spenser was Eng- 
lish, now adopts as his own :_" Is it possible that any should 
so farre growe out of frame, that they should in so short 
space, quite forget their countrey and their own names I that is 
a most dangerous lethargie, much worse than that of Messala 
Corvinus, who being a most learned man, thorough sickness 
forgat his own name."-State of Ireland, Dub. Ed. p. 107. 

And again :-.- 
" Could they ever conceive any such dislike of their own 

natural countreys as that they would be ashamed qf their 
name, and byte at the dugge from which they sucked life ?" 
-Ibid, p. 108. 

THE ICHNEUMON. 
Or this animal many very absurd stories have been told, 
amongst which not the least ridiculous is, that it watches its 
opportunity when the huge crocodile of the Nile slumbers upon 
the river bank, and, artfully inducing the monster to yawn by 
tickling his nostril with its tail, rushes fearlessly and with won- 
drous agility between the terrible jaws and their formidable 
rows of teeth, and, forcing its daring way down its throat, re- 
tains possession of its strange citadel until it has destroyed its 
unwieldy victim, when it gnaws its way out, and leaves the 
carcase to wither in the sun. Other travellers have pretended 
to contradict the above story, but their mode of doing so in- 
volves a piece of absurdity no less glaring than the equally un- 
founded legend they assume to themselves the merit of correct- 
ing; for by their account the Ichneumon does not enter the 
throat of the crocodile with a hostile intent at all, neither does 
it use its tail to cause that creature to open its jaws, for of 
that is there no need, seeing that the crocodile opens them of 
his own will, and likewise with pleasure allows the Ichneumon 
to enter for the purpose of clearing his throat of swarms of 
tormenting insects which lodge therein, and by their stinging 
produce intolerable pain. I can however assure my readers 
that this subject has been, since the above conflicting state- 
ments reached us, effectually cleared up; and you may confi- 
dently rely upon it that the Ichneumon no more enters the 
crocodile's mouth whether as a friend or as an enemy, whether 
to destroy him or destroy his tormentors the flies, than that 
he attacks him while awake. 

The Ichneumon is shaped somewhat like a ferret, but is ra- 
ther more slender in its form, and its head is likewise longer and 
narrower ; it is also an animal of far greater activity and 
lightness of movement, being able to clear at on:e spring a 

distance of a couple of yards. It is further a most expert 
climber, and it will be a very high wall indeed that will confine 
it within an enclosure. The colour of the Ichneumon is a 
brownish grey, or a light brown barred with white; the ani- 
mal indeed appears speckled with ia dirty white, but it is so 
only in appearance, the fact being, that each several hair has 
brown and white rings upon it. Upon the back, sides, and tail, 
these rings are small, and the hair longer than upon the head 
and extremities of its limbs; hence these latter parts appear of 
a darker hue. The hair upon the feet is very short and thin, 
and they are nearly as naked as those of the common rat. 
The tail of the Ichneumon is very long, usually one-sixth 
longer than its body, and upon its extremity is a tuft of very 
long black hair. 'I'he hair of this creature is drier, thicker, and weaker, than in any other member of the same genus. 

The length of a full-grown Ichneumon, from the tip of the 
nose to the end of the tail, is about two feet six inches, of 
which the tail occupies about sixteen inches, and thle body 
fourteen. The length of the head is about three inchei., men- 
suring from the back of the ears to the point, of the muzle. 
The height of the Ichneumon at the most elevated part uf 
the back is about six inches ; but this of course varies accord- 
ing to the animal's position at the time of measurement. 

The habits of the Ichneumon present a sort of admixture 
of those of the ferret and the cat; like the former, it delights 
in blood, and where it has once fastened itself, maintains a te- 
nacious hold; but like the latter, and unlike the former, it has 
but little stomach for braving danger, and will rather go without 
its dinner than run the chance of a battle in obtaining it. He 
is strictly a nocturnal animal, and usually remains in his co. 
vert until the shades of evening begin to fall around, when he 
sallies forth on his career of havoc and blood. Were it not 
necessary for the satisfying of his appetite, I doubt whether 
he would leave his haunt at all, so timid is he: he steals along the ground with light and cautious steps, his motions resemn- 
bling the gliding of the snake rather than the progressive steps 
of the quadruped. His sharp, vigilant, sparkling black eves 
are anxiously reconnoitring every side of him, and carei'nllv 
examining the character and bearings of every object hibich 
meets his view ; stealthily he creeps along until he comes upon 
the spot where the crocodile has hidden her eggs in the sand ; 
nimbly and cleverly he pounces upon them, guided to th5(ir 
place of concealment by his exquisite sense of smell, and, 
biting a hole in their side, banquets on their contents. It is 
thus that the Ichneumon thins the numbers of that formida- 
ble reptile the crocodile, not by directing its attacks agzrin~t 
that creature himself, but by insidiously searching after and 
destroying his embryo offspring. The Ichneumon likelise 
kills and devours with extreme greediness such small snakles 
and lizards as are cofimon in its native country, many of 
which are highly dangerous, and all annoying enough to amake their destruction desirable, to which the Ichneumon appears 
guided by a powerful instinct. It is sometimes bitten in these 
encounters, when it is said immediately to search for and de- 
vour the root of a certain plant, said to be an antidote against 
the bite of the most venomous reptile. It is alleged that this 
little animal will frequently kill even the Cobra di Capello. 
Lucan in his Pharsalia describes the manner in which it con- 
trives to destroy the Asp, one of the most poisonous ser- 
pents in existence. The passage I refer to has been trans- 
lated thus : 

Thus oft the Ichneumon on the banks of Nile 
Invades the deadly Aspic by a wile; 
While artfully hi' slender tail is play'd, 
The serpent darts upon the dancing shade. 
Then turning on the foe with swift surprise, 
Fullon the throat the nimble seizer flies. 
The gasping snake expires beneath the wound, 
Hiis gushing jaws with poisonous floods abound, 
And shed the fruitless mischief on the ground. 

In coftsequence of the vigilance and success of this little 
animal in destroying these noxious creatures, he was held in 
great veneration by the Egyptians and Hindoos; but by the 
former he was actually regarded as a disguised divinity, 
clothed in that form for the purpose of putting his beneva:lent 
purposes into practice with the greater readilness; and wsc 
accordingly find him occupying a prominent position in the 
sacred symbols of that people, who were indeed commonlv in 
the habit of deifying whatever afforded them peculiar benefit 
of any kind, as they likewise adored the river Nile, on account 
of the fertilizing effect produced by its periodical inundations. 

The Ichneumon is said, if taken young, to be capable of 
perfect domestication, to form a 

st'rong 
auaclhment to the 

person who reared him, as well as to tho house he inhabits; 
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